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ABSTRACT
In data-mining, many algorithms can’t process continuous value, so, discretization is an important method in datamining application. Discretization describes converting some continuous data into some discrete values. In our paper
firstly, we will try to implement three discretization techniques on a dataset, namely, Equal Width, Global Equal Width
and Equal Frequency. Secondly we will apply two causality finding techniques namely, Mutual Information and
Transfer Entropy and compare the performance among those discretization techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
Data may be of various types: Continuous or discrete or nominal. Discretization concerns with the method of converting non-discrete functions, models, and equations into discrete values. Without discretization, the learning will be less
efficient. This process is also called as quantization. Simply, discretization means converting some continuous data to
discretized data. There are several techniques for discretization [1]. Three among them areEqual Width Discretization
Equal-width interval discretization is the simplest technique of discretization that divides the continuous values into
some equal sized bins, k, where k =1, 2, 3, etc. The process finding the minimum, Vmin and maximum, Vmax, values
and a threshold value. The values less than the threshold are replaced as 0 and the values greater than or equal to the
threshold values are replaced as 1 [2-3]. In simple words, this technique, first, confirms the maximum and minimum
of the numeric data, and divides it into some equal-width intervals which are discrete [4]. In our work, we took the
size of bins as 2.
Global Equal Width Discretization
The basic difference between Equal Width Discretization and Global Equal Width discretization technique is that,
here, global data is considered for calculation, but, in equal width discretization technique, local data is considered.
For example, if we take a column of a dataset for operation then it will be called as equal width discretization and if
the whole dataset is considered then it is called as global equal width discretization technique i.e. Equal Width Discretization is for local region and Global Equal Width is for global region.
Equal Frequency Discretization
The equal-frequency discretization technique determines the lowest (min) and highest (max) values of the discretized
values by converting them into some categorical variables. Firstly, it sorts the values in ascending order. After that, it
separates the values into k intervals (k is user given) and makes sure that every interval is consist of the same amount
of sorted values. For equal frequency, if a continuous value happens many time, it could result as the happenings to
be allocated into distinct bins. This method tries to succeed in dealing with the limitations of the equal-width interval
discretization by dividing the continuous attribute in same number of instances. This technique is also called as kinterval technique of discretization [5-6]. Simply, the Equal Frequency method confirms the minimum and maximum
of the given numeric values, and separate the range into some intervals (k) which consist of the same number of sorted
values in ascending order.
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CAUSALITY AND CAUSALITY FINDING TECHNIQUES
Causality depicts the relation between the cause and its effect. Though cause and effect are deterministic in nature,
but, it involves probability language [7]. Causality finding techniques are of various types. Few of the techniques that
we are going to use areMutual Information (MI)
In probability theory and information theory, MI defines as the normal measure of dependence between a couple variables. If x and y are two random variables, one of the most basic questions that arise is the mutual information between
them. It is the ‘amount of information’ which is acquired about a random variable x, from the other random variable
y. The main idea of mutual information is directly linked to that of entropy of a random variable [8-10]. The common
measure of MI is bit.
If x and y are two random variables, then, Mutual information is the amount of information that transfers from x to y
[11]. The main disadvantage of mutual information is that it has no directions because directed information tells more
things about the structure.
Transfer Entropy (TE)
Transfer entropy, was developed within the Physical Sciences community as a means of testing for directional influence in complex systems. The development of the concept of Transfer Entropy was done by Schreiber, who quantified
the amount of information from one-time series data to another. Transfer entropy from a process x to other process y is
the amount of unknown values are lessened in future values of y by knowing the past values of x given past values
of y. TE is a MI with the history of the effected variable in the condition.
The TE measures the amount of information transferred from one variable x to another variable y and also variable y
to variable x [12-14]. If x and y are two random processes then, Tx->y describes the transfer entropy from x to y and
Ty->x describes the transfer entropy of y to x. The common measurement unit of TE is bit [15].
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHODS
Precision
Precision which is also called as Confidence in Data Mining depicts that how much of the Predicted Positive cases are
correctly Real Positives. If the precision is high, it means that the algorithm gives more relevant results [16-17].
Sensitivity
Recall which is called as Sensitivity in Psychology is the portion of Real Positive cases that are correctly predicted as
positive. High recall suggest that the algorithm, we are using is giving us the most of the relevant results [16-17].
Fβscore
It is the measure of test accuracy, considers both precision and recall. It can also be called as Harmonic Mean of
Precision and Recall. [18-19]
If ß > 1, F becomes more recall-oriented and if ß < 1, it becomes more precision-oriented. We took ß= 0.5 in our
calculations. It reaches its optimal value at 1 and worst value at 0 [20].
ACC
Accuracy describes the overall effectiveness.
DATASET
The dataset we have considered here is obtained from DREAM (Dialogue on Reverse Engineering Assessment &
Methods) challenge [21]. In the dataset, the X axis (horizontally) describes the concentration of genes at various time.
From the figure, relB, hokD, relE etc. are different types of genes. Y axis (vertically) describes the time starting from
0 millisecond. The name of the dataset is Ecoli 2.

Fig.1 Portion of the Ecoli-2 dataset [21]
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STEPS OF IMPLEMENTATION
Step1: Firstly, we will take a continuous dataset (Time- Series Data) as an input
Step2: Secondly, we will discretize the continuous data using three discretization techniques
Step3: After that we will implement Mutual Information and transfer entropy on that discretized data for each method
to get the inferred network.
Step4: We will compare the inferred network using various performance evaluation techniques with the gold standard
dataset like Fscore, ACC and AUC.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Table -1 Calculation of tp, fp, tn and fn

Mutual Information

Transfer Entropy

Discretization
EW
GEW
EF
EW
GEW
EF

fp
2
9
29
68
53
64

fn
14
13
13
9
11
6

tp
0
1
1
5
3
8

tn
209
202
182
143
158
147

Table -2 Results Obtained by using Performance Evaluation Methods
MI

TE

Discretization
EW
GEW
EF
EW
GEW
EF

Sensitivity
0
0.0714
0.0714
0.3571
0.2142
0.5714

Specificity
0.9905
0.9573
0.0865
0.6777
0.7488
0.6966

Precision
0
0.1
0.0333
0.0684
0.0535
0.1111

FβScore
0
0.9259
0.0373
0.0816
0.6577
0.5174

Fig.2 The obtained results after applying Mutual Information

Fig.3 The obtained results after applying Transfer Entropy
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Accuracy(ACC)
0.9288
0.9022
0.8133
0.0630
0.7155
0.4815

AUC
0.4952
0.5143
0.4669
0.1360
0.6888
0.6340
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We have found that –
i) For Sensitivity

iv) For FβScore

a) MI
GEW=EF>EW
b) TE
EF>EW>GEW
a) MI
GEW>EF>EW
b) TE
GEW>EF>EW

ii) For Specificity

v) For ACC

a) MI
EW>GEW>EF
b) TE
GEW>EF>EW
a) MI
EW>GEW>EF
b) TE
GEW>EF>EW

iii) Precision

vi) For AUC

a) MI
GEW>EF>EW
b) TE
EF>EW>GEW
a) MI
GEW>EW>EF
b) TE
GEW>EF>EW

CONCLUSION
In our work, we have discretized the continuous or time series datasets using three discretization techniques namely
equal width, global equal width and equal frequency discretization technique and we have applied two causality finding techniques- MI and TE on the discretized datasets to get the inferred network. We compared the inferred network
with the gold standard network using some performance evaluation techniques like Sensitivity, Specificity, Precision,
Fβ Score, ACC and AUC. For MI we got the best performance in Equal Width discretization taking accuracy as the
performance measure. For TE we got the best performance in Global Equal Width discretization taking accuracy as
the performance measure. Among the two causality finding techniques TE outperformed MI whereas Global Equal
Width gave better result compared to Equal Width and Equal Frequency discretization.
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